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What Is Improvement Science? Do We Need
It in Education?
Catherine Lewis1

The theory and tools of “improvement science” have produced performance improvements in many organizational
sectors. This essay describes improvement science and explores its potential and challenges within education. Potential
contributions include attention to the knowledge-building and motivational systems within schools, strategies for learning
from variations in practice, and focus on improvement (rather than on program adoption). Two examples of improvement
science in education are examined: the Community College Pathways Networked Improvement Community and lesson
study in Japan. To support improvement science use, we need to recognize the different affordances of experimental and
improvement science, the varied types of knowledge that can be generalized, the value of practical measurement, and the
feasibility of learning across boundaries.
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T

he failure of research-based knowledge to “scale up”
broadly is a central challenge in education (Coburn &
Stein, 2010). As one U.S. education school dean wrote,
“why is so much that is known about how to help U.S. students
reach high levels of achievement not applied in most school settings?” (Stipek, cited in Coburn & Stein, 2010, p. xi). New
approaches to the connection between knowledge and improvement are emerging from improvement science (Langley et al.,
2009), an applied science that has dramatically improved practice in industries ranging from automobile manufacturing
(Rother, 2009) to health care (Gawande, 2007).1 As projects
rooted in improvement science begin to show success within
education (Bryk, Gomez, Grunow, & LeMahieu, 2015), the
moment is right to consider its underlying tenets.
What Is Improvement Science?
Imagine that a district wants to improve students’ capacity to
“make sense of problems and persevere in solving them”
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010, p. 6).
Improvement science theorizes that two different types of knowledge are needed: basic knowledge from the discipline of education (for example, knowledge about effective mathematical tasks
and instructional strategies) and “a system of profound knowledge” needed to enact basic disciplinary knowledge within
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organizations (Deming, cited in Langley et al., 2009, p. 75). The
“system of profound knowledge” is drawn from sociology, psychology, and statistics and includes “knowledge of systems,
knowledge of variation, knowledge of psychology, and knowledge of how knowledge grows” (Berwick, cited in Langley et al.,
2009, p. xii). The profound knowledge needed to improve students’ mathematical sense-making might include, for example,
knowledge about the variability in mathematics instruction in a
district and what causes it, knowledge about how to sustain educators’ motivation to improve instruction, and knowledge of
organizational routines that allow educators to build and share
knowledge about instruction. The system of profound knowledge includes both generalizable knowledge (e.g., the impact of
intrinsic vs. extrinsic rewards) and organization-specific
knowledge (e.g., the incentives within a particular organization
to build students’ mathematical sense-making).
The Improvement Guide (Langley et al., 2009), at nearly 500
pages, provides one major compendium of improvement science
tools and processes, and identifies as the core framework of
improvement science the plan-do-study-act (PDSA) cycle, a
process for rapid cycles of learning from practice, coupled with
three fundamental questions that drive improvement work:
1
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1.
2.
3.

What are we trying to accomplish?
How will we know that a change is an improvement?
What change can we make that will result in improvement?

A district interested in improving students’ sense-making in
mathematics might use tools and processes from The Improvement
Guide to build buy-in to a shared improvement “charter”
(Langley et al., 2009, p. 90) and to build a cause-and-effect diagram (Langley et al., 2009, p. 429) that helps teachers and
administrators “see” the system that produces mathematics
instruction from each other’s viewpoints and identify potential
drivers of improvement. Creating such a system diagram might
help administrators notice, for example, that the current teacher
evaluation system downgrades teachers if students use mathematically imprecise vocabulary, providing a disincentive for
teachers to elicit students’ mathematical explanations. The
PDSA cycle provides a way to learn how a change works on a
small scale before trying it on a large scale. Other improvement
science tools and processes include data display and analytic
strategies (such as run charts and control charts) that reveal the
extent and causes of variation within a system (for example,
whether particular curriculum materials or instructional elements are associated with sense-making) and “practical measurement” strategies that allow evaluation of potential improvement
ideas during cycles of rapid prototype development and testing
(Yeager et al., 2013). Improvement science can be used at various
grain sizes of a system, such as in a single department, a whole
organization, or a group of organizations. For simplicity, the
term organization will be used here.
Why Is Improvement Science of
Interest to Educators?
Experimental science, with its hallmark method of the randomized controlled trial (RCT), provides a gold standard for drawing
causal inferences and thereby building basic knowledge. But
experimental science draws causal conclusions by minimizing
variation in both treatment and setting (Lipsey, 1993), for example, by requiring faithful implementation of a program in settings with carefully selected characteristics. Unfortunately,
variation is the primary issue that needs to be understood in
educational improvement (Bryk, Gomez, & Grunow, 2010).
Requiring faithful implementation of a program assumes that
the needed knowledge is “in” the intervention and ignores the
role of the system of profound knowledge in producing success
or failure. Improvement science, in contrast, treats variation in
implementation and setting as important sources of information
and provides tools to grasp and learn from variation (in both
positive and negative directions) in order to redesign both the
intervention and the system. As Bryk et al. (2010) note, “rather
than thinking about a tool, routine or some other instructional
resource as having proven effectiveness, improvement research
directs efforts toward understanding how such artifacts can be
adaptively integrated with efficacy into varied contexts” (p. 25).
Improvement science and experimental science thus bring different assumptions to scale-up, shown in Figure 1. Experimental
science assumes scale-up occurs through faithful implementation

of a proven program in new settings. Improvement science
assumes scale-up occurs through integration of basic knowledge
with the “system of profound knowledge,” such as knowledge
about how to build shared ownership of improvement, to detect
and learn from variations in practice, to build and share knowledge among practitioners, to motivate frontline innovators, and
so forth. Some of this knowledge may be embedded in the organization’s routines: Many education researchers have noted that
organizational and system factors crucially shape program implementation (e.g., Cobb, McClain, de Silva Lamberg, & Dean,
2003; Gutierrez & Penuel, 2014; Spillane, Parise, & Sherer,
2011) and have argued for research on the conditions that allow
research-based knowledge to produce improved practice (Coburn
& Stein, 2010). Yet there is relatively little education research in
the improvement science tradition, which emphasizes building
organization members’ understanding of the problem and its
causes, buy-in to improvement, identification of improvement
ideas within and outside their organization, and rapid testing of
promising ideas through PDSA cycles.
The ideas underlying improvement science are not new to
education researchers. Like improvement science, action research
(e.g., Argyris, Putnam, & Smith, 1985) often focuses on identification, analysis, and remediation of a problem in a specified
context, often using a process like the PDSA cycle to enact and
study change. Like improvement science, the fields of formative
(or “theory-driven”) evaluation (e.g., Chen, 1990; Donaldson,
2002), design-based research (e.g., Cobb, Confrey, diSessa,
Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003) and design-based implementation
research (Penuel, Fishman, Haugan Cheng, & Sabelli, 2011)
often focus on how basic disciplinary knowledge interacts with
organizational conditions to produce improvement. These substantial bodies of work remind us that education researchers
have long recognized the interplay of disciplinary knowledge
with organizational conditions. Improvement science may contribute new tools and approaches that have proven useful outside
education and organizational processes that can be used to build
local knowledge in many different settings.
Examples of Improvement Science in Education
Two examples will be used to illustrate the potential of improvement science within education. The first example, the Community
College Pathways Networked Improvement Community (NIC;
Bryk et al., 2010), developed by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, exemplifies improvement science in
several ways. It focuses on a shared practical improvement aim—
increasing the proportion of students who successfully complete
developmental mathematics at member colleges—rather than
primarily on advancing theory or testing a predefined program
(Silva & White, 2013). The NIC participants (community colleges) use a shared theory of change that identifies a solution system (not a single solution) and they measure interim progress by
a set of agreed-upon indicators, such as student attendance and
attitudes, that measure key elements of their theory of change and
can be readily collected by sites. Participants use improvement
science tools to “see” the organization and system in which they
operate, for example, to notice how many students drop out after
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Experimental Science
Paradigm

Improvement Science
Paradigm

Example of Knowledge to be Scaled Up: “Proven” Program of Instructional
Strategies to Build Students’ Mathematical Sense-Making

Implement the Program with
Fidelity at New Sites

Monitor idelity of implementation
at new sites
Nature of
Scale-up

Design or approve customizations
of program if needed
Use incentives to achieve
implementation if needed

Assumptions

Integrate the Program with Local KnowledgeBuilding Systems at New Sites

Expect modiications (of the program and site) as
the program is integrated with local knowledgebuilding systems. Key activities might include:
 Building consensus on the importance of
mathematical sense-making and how to
measure its improvement
 Mapping the drivers of mathematical sensemaking in the current system and how the
program would change those; understanding
variability in sense-making
 Using rapid PDSA cycles to enact and study
program elements, reining them as warranted

Knowledge is “in” the program

Knowledge is also “in” people and systems that
use the program

Improvement occurs through
faithful program implementation

Program may need modiication, driven by
ongoing practical measurement

Variation is problematic

Variation can be source of ideas to improve
program and site

Use well-validated tools to measure
Measurement implementation and impact

Use practical measurement tools to test leading
indicators predicted by theory of change; use
“balancing” measures to check for adverse
impacts

Sites: Success most likely if new
Optimal
sites are similar to sites where
Improvement program was proven
Conditions
Program/Tool: Easy to transport
and implement, foolproof

Sites: New sites need not be similar; success
depends on organizational knowledge-building
systems as well as program it
Program/Tool: Supports knowledge-building,
motivation, ownership & customization in many
settings

Figure 1. Scale-up of knowledge: Contrast of paradigms
the first class or the first semester at their institution, compared to
other institutions, and to notice strategies used by more successful instructors and colleges (such as buddy activities at the first
class or designing a yearlong course rather than separate semester
courses). Short PDSA cycles are used to test potential improvements, such as a “group noticing routine” (based in psychological
research on belonging) that helps students build interactions outside the immediate mathematics context and is designed to build
belonging, mutual sense of responsibility, and attendance among
students (Silva & White, 2013; Yeager et al., 2013). The
Community College Mathematics Pathways NIC shows remarkable early results, with students earning mathematics college
credit at 2 to 3 times the typical rate in roughly half the time (Van
Campen et al., 2013).

Lesson Study as Improvement Science
The second example of improvement science, lesson study, occurs
in more than 95% of Japanese public schools (National Education
Policy Research Institute, 2011). Lesson study in Japan illustrates
how improvement science in education can be practiced across a
whole nation, scaling up improvement by a route different from
that shown for RCTs in Figure 1. The left-hand side of Figure 2
shows the basic lesson study cycle, a collaborative process in
which a team of teachers plans, enacts, and examines an intended
improvement to instruction (Lewis & Hurd, 2011). Figure 2 also
shows four basic types of lesson study that interact synergistically
in Japan: lesson study based in schools, districts, universityattached lab schools, and professional associations (Lewis &
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Figure 2. Improvement science at scale: Lesson study in Japan
Tsuchida, 1997). Together, these different forms of lesson study
produce a locally managed, yet nationwide, system in which
classroom educators lead the enactment, study, refinement, and
spread of instructional improvements.
All four types of Japanese lesson study center on the fundamental improvement science questions listed earlier: Educators
choose an improvement aim, agree on how they will recognize
improvement, identify the changes that might produce improvement, and test these changes in lesson study cycles (a form of
PDSA cycle).
Although the four types of lesson study share the same core
questions and lesson study cycle, they focus on different layers of
the educational system. The goal of school-based lesson study is
to improve instruction at a single school. The other types of lesson study focus on larger systems—the district, region, or even
nation as a whole—addressing questions of interest at those levels. For example, lesson study sponsored by a district might focus
on improving transition from elementary to junior high school,
whereas lesson study sponsored by a national mathematics professional association might investigate whether students are best
equipped to understand triangle area or parallelogram area after
they study rectangle area—a consequential issue for educators
designing curriculum and standards.
A case from Matsuzawa Elementary School in Tokyo
(Takahashi & McDougal, 2014) examines how Japanese educators used school-based lesson study to study and enact new
national elementary mathematics standards that substantially
increased the emphasis on mathematical thinking and explanation. After studying the new standards, Matsuzawa educators
chose as their improvement aim “mathematics teaching that
helps students explain their ideas to each other and learn from

each other.” They developed a cause-and-effect diagram (a typical tool of improvement science) to share knowledge with each
other about current practices and to map potential improvements to be tested (Takahashi & McDougal, 2014). Their diagram highlighted actions that individual teachers and lesson
study groups could take, such as anticipating student thinking,
capturing the flow of students’ mathematical ideas on the board
to support student thinking during lessons, comparing textbooks from several companies to plan a research lesson, and
using student journal prompts designed to promote reflection.
The Matsuzawa educators also agreed on indicators to gauge the
progress of their improvement work. For example, they agreed to
use research lessons and student mathematical journals to
observe the extent of student explanations and to measure indicators of explanation quality, such as whether students explain in
logical steps and explicitly connect diagrams, equations, and
words as they explain. A demonstration lesson and lectures by
outside mathematics educators helped the Matsuzawa educators
build their ideas about instruction that supports student explanations. These outside educators brought in ideas from research
and from other lesson study venues.
Grade-level teams at Matsuzawa Elementary School each
chose one mathematics unit to study in depth and selected one
lesson from the unit as a research lesson to be observed by the
whole faculty. The eight resulting research lessons each focused
on the schoolwide research theme. Teachers within the school
rapidly built and shared knowledge about fostering high-quality
student-to-student explanations, for example, knowledge about
effective journal prompts and teacher questions.
School-based lesson study, like that at Matsuzawa School,
does not exist in isolation. It influences and is influenced by
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lesson study conducted in other settings. For example, all
Matsuzawa teachers also participate in district-based lesson
study, choosing among a dozen or so subject offerings and working in a cross-school lesson study group with other district teachers particularly interested in that subject. Local and national
professional organizations and university lab schools also conduct lesson study; their lesson study participants typically have
good access to recent worldwide research and strong expertise in
a particular discipline as well as positions in schools where they
can enact these ideas (Lewis & Tsuchida, 1997; Murata &
Takahashi, 2002; Shimizu, 2002b). Ideas flow among the different lesson study venues in many ways. Annual public research
lessons sponsored by university lab schools and by professional
associations may attract a thousand or more educators; research
lessons are amplified and projected for these large audiences.
Well-known educators, like those who provided a demonstration lesson and lectures at Matsuzawa School, also spread ideas
from site to site, serving as “boundary crossers” (Akkerman &
Bakker, 2011) as they comment on lessons sponsored by university lab schools, professional associations, and local schools.
Likewise, live research lessons and publications (lesson plans, lesson reports, and video) spread information and serve as “boundary objects” that allow groups to negotiate a shared vision of
approaches, like “teaching through problem solving” (Shimizu,
2002a; Takahashi, 2008). Both university-based and schoolbased participants may be changed by participation in these
boundary events: Local lesson study groups gain access to recent
innovations and feedback on their own use of them in research
lessons, and university-based educators can learn how researchbased innovations are taken up (or not) across varied settings and
can see both successful refinements and lethal mutations.
Through the synergy of ongoing lesson study in local schools,
conducted by teachers who know their local students and setting
well, and lesson study at regional and national levels, conducted
by educators who have access to recent research and also to
school settings where they can enact it in classrooms, Japanese
education has made broad, teacher-led shifts from “teaching as
telling” to teaching for understanding in both mathematics and
science, successfully spreading some major instructional innovations that were developed, but never spread widely, in the United
States (Lewis & Tsuchida, 1997; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999;
Takahashi, 2008).

A Future for Improvement Science Within Educational
Research?
The two cases illustrate how educators can improve instruction
by integrating basic disciplinary knowledge (e.g., for example,
research on belonging or on students’ mathematical explanations) with organizational processes, such as development of a
shared improvement aim, cause-and-effect mapping to share
current practice and identify potential drivers of improvement,
and PDSA cycles to test potential improvements. Both improvement science (Park, Hironaka, Carver, & Nordstrum, 2013) and
lesson study (Akiba, Ramp, & Wilkinson, 2014; Hill, 2011)
have spread rapidly in the United States, showing promising
results on measures like attendance and course completion (Park
et al., 2013; Van Campen, Sowers, & Strother, 2013; Yeager

et al., 2013). A recent review of 643 studies of mathematics professional development, using a process modeled on What Works
Clearinghouse guidelines, found only two studies that met scientific criteria and showed impact on student learning, and one of
them was lesson study supported by mathematical resources
(Gersten, Taylor, Keys, Rolfhus, & Newman-Gonchar, 2014;
Lewis & Perry, 2014). Recent reconceptualizations of education
research argue the importance of building educators’ capacity to
adapt research-based ideas (e.g., Gutierrez & Penuel, 2014) and
to learn from variation (Bryk et al., 2010), goals for which
improvement science is well suited. Four changes within education research might enhance our capacity to benefit from
improvement science.
1. Recognize the different affordances of experimental and improvement science. Looking at Figure 1, it is easy to imagine educational programs suited to research under each paradigm. When
a proposed improvement does not interact with system knowledge—for example, when teachers can individually implement a
change using a packaged program, without coming into conflict
with system features (such as assessment or curriculum requirements)—an RCT allows causal inferences about a reproducible
intervention. However, a goal such as building students’ sensemaking in mathematics is likely to interact substantially with
profound knowledge—to require adjustment of system elements,
such as curriculum, evaluation systems, and assessment, along
with attention to sustaining teachers’ motivation for the hard
work of changing practices and beliefs. The way we currently
talk about scale-up often seems to assume that RCTs always offer
the best design for building generalizable knowledge, but this
assumption may hold only for highly specified programs that do
not interact heavily with profound knowledge. When variation
in setting is likely to affect implementation, or when will and
capacity need to be built, the RCT may offer an overly simplistic research design, rooted in the faulty assumption that basic
disciplinary knowledge is sufficient to produce improvement.
Instead, we may need to focus on building additional types of
generalizable knowledge, as the next section explores.
2. Recognize different types of generalizable knowledge. Knowledge
for improvement may be captured in tools, “actionable artifacts”
(Bannan-Ritland, 2003), and descriptions of change processes;
however, published education research often shortchanges such
process-related information in favor of results (Goldsmith, Doerr,
& Lewis, 2014; Sztajn, 2011). Knowledge for improvement may
also be embodied in organizations and individuals, for example,
in organizations that know how to learn from variations in practice and conduct rapid, small tests of promising ideas (Bryk et
al., 2010) and in educators who notice and use student thinking (Sherin, Jacobs, & Philipp, 2011). Lesson study in Japan
exemplifies a set of improvement processes that have generalized across many different settings and purposes. Special journal
issues and conferences could draw attention to these forms of
generalizable improvement knowledge and how they are best
spread, for example, how organizations learn to conduct PDSA
cycles, nurture careful attention to student thinking, and build
will for shared improvement.
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3. Create a place for practical measurement. PDSA cycles are
often driven by “practical measurement” that can feed back
information quickly and without disrupting ongoing activity of
the system (Yeager et al., 2013). A small number of items may
be used, some items may target organization-specific processes,
scale reliability may be unknown, and causal links with valued
outcomes may not yet be established. Nevertheless, the items
target expected change processes and may be better suited to
improvement research than are established, validated measures,
since practical measures are brief, are specific to the change
theory, and often include “balancing” measures that check on
potential negative consequences of innovation (Langley et al.,
2009). For example, in addition to using students’ journals and
classroom speech during research lessons to gauge improvement
in student explanations, the Matsuzawa teachers also measured
students’ enjoyment of explaining their ideas, as a “balancing”
measure to detect any adverse effects on students’ enjoyment of
mathematics.
4. Learn across boundaries. Improvement science is striking for
the dramatic examples of cross-industry, cross-national learning
that have occurred (Berwick, 2003; Gawande, 2007; Rother,
2009). Why have improvement scientists been able to transfer
innovations across contexts as different as automobile manufacturing and medicine, as Asia and North America, when it
is typically so hard to transfer educational innovations across
school and district boundaries in the United States? As Figure 1
highlights, an assumption of the experimental science paradigm
is that scale-up requires careful specification and faithful implementation of an intervention. In contrast, improvement science
assumes that the knowledge contained in the intervention will
need to be activated by knowledge-building systems within
an organization, for example, strategies to mobilize a sense of
shared purpose and routines to detect and learn from variation. In experimental science thinking about scale-up, “lethal
mutations” of an intervention (Brown & Campione, 1994) are
avoided by thoroughly specifying the intervention and monitoring implementation fidelity. In improvement science thinking, lethal mutations are avoided (in the long term) by building
capacity within the organization to understand the factors that
shape improvement, to notice and learn from variation, and to
build frontline implementers’ ownership of change (Bryk et al.,
2010; Langley et al., 2009). Once ownership and capacity to
learn from variation and to improve practice develop within an
organization, organization members can learn from programs
and ideas rooted in quite different contexts; in fact, different
cultures or organizational sectors may provide the best opportunity to identify assumptions that go unrecognized within one’s
own setting. Improvement science thus opens up the possibility
of using educational practices from very different settings.
U.S. teachers often respond enthusiastically to study of
Japanese textbooks, lesson videos, and the lesson study process
itself, as captured in the following reflections written by individual teachers at the end of lesson study meetings:
Looking at the Japanese books was really eye opening. They were
so well laid out, working with several ways to attack a problem;
[they] really seemed to take time to develop number sense where

we push formulas. It is such an exciting way to look at math. As
a group we discussed how the Japanese teach comfort with
making mistakes and risk taking. . . . The idea of not giving
formulas until meaning has been constructed by individuals is
different from our “normal” lesson presentation. (ID368)
The whole process of lesson studies is much clearer. . . . I learned
that we aren’t creating something new, but rather looking for &
taking what is already out there and making it better! I am much
more aware of how little time is devoted to collaborative work &
observation of other teachers in the U.S. SAD! . . . We spend way
too much time on the islands we call our classrooms. . . . We
constantly “recreate the wheel” rather than drawing upon the
skills & expertise of fellow teachers! I like that every team
member has ownership in the process. (ID370)

In contrast to the enthusiasm of these teachers and the evidence
of significant impact of lesson study with Japanese mathematical
resources on U.S. teachers’ and students’ mathematical knowledge
(Gersten et al., 2014; Lewis & Perry, 2014), education researchers
often express skepticism about cross-cultural borrowing. For example, one journal reviewer cited provision of materials from the
Japanese teacher’s edition to U.S. lesson study groups as evidence of
“uncritical adoption of a Japanese classroom practice . . . Pedagogical
methods are culturally embedded and . . . transplanting them from
one culture to another is not always feasible” (Hatano & Inagaki,
1998, pp. 101–102). These arguments may be important in an
experimental science paradigm in which educators are required to
implement a program faithfully but less important under the
improvement science assumption that organizations must integrate
a program with their own knowledge-building systems. Arguing
that reforms from around the world provided building blocks for
Finland’s educational improvement, Andy Hargreaves notes,
We have spent decades breaking down the isolation of teachers
within and between our schools. It is now time to break down
the ideology of exceptionalism in the United States and other
Anglo-American nations if we are to develop reforms that will
truly inspire our teachers (cited in Sahlberg, 2011, p. xx).

Experimental science has produced much important educational knowledge that can be spread and refined by improvement
science methods, in much the way that Japanese educators spread
innovations (some from the United States) across Japan, through
locally managed improvement cycles (Lewis & Tsuchida, 1997;
Murata & Takahashi, 2002; Takahashi, Lewis, & Perry, 2013).
Education research would benefit from inclusion of improvement science, which has methods tailored to rapid prototyping
and testing, tools for detecting and learning from variation, and
affordances to learn from widely different contexts. Improvement
science recognizes the capacity of practitioners to engage in disciplined inquiry using tools and ideas from another site and not
only to faithfully implement a researcher-designed program.
Improvement science also recognizes the right of practitioners to
use currently available innovations, rather than waiting for a
“proven” program. Finally, improvement science recognizes that
educational improvement will not occur solely through advances
in basic disciplinary knowledge but will also require advances in
the “the system of profound knowledge” needed to enact it.
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1
I use improvement science because this phrase (or the longer phrase
the science of improvement) is commonly used by its practitioners, for
example, Langley et al. (2009), who note the dictionary definition of
science as “knowledge attained through study or practice.”
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